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Necessary features for proper osseointegration
of a hip prosthesis:

1. Mechanical properties:

The implant material should be stiff to avoid bone
stresses,, while flexible materials may lead to failure
during the ingrowth period [2]

2. Chemical properties:

The implant material must have a low corrosivity to
avoid the diffusion of metal ions into the
surrounding bone tissue

3. Surface properties:

The connection between bone and implant is
influenced by the surface roughness of the implant
(especially in the case of uncoated implants)

4. Biocompatibility/Bioactivity

The implant material should not affect the sensitive
equilibrium of cells in the surrounding tissue

The material should advance bony ingrowth, i.e.
differentiation of bone marrow cells into ostcoblasts
must be supported
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The advantages of hydroxyapatite coatings on
metal surfaces:

HA coatings can reduce the metal ion release kinetics
from the metal surface by

- acting as physical barriers

- shifting the corrosion potentials of the titanium
substrate to more noble values (for coating
thickness - 200 �tm) [31

HA coatings are bioactive, because

-they chemical composition is very similar to
natural bone mineral

-they reveal low cell toxicity

-support bone ongrowth on their surface

Disadvantages:

-HA coatings often suffer mechanical failure in
long-term application
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Results of cell culture studies of different implant materials[4]:

Mineralized area Number of mineralized nodules

60- 7 Days 1 14 Days 200
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a b a b
a IIA

b Co Tl CC NA CO TI GC HA

CO TJ GC HA Co TI 6C HA Figure 7 a. Photographs of mineralized nodules on each
material: samples of HA and GG were placed on a film-
viewer and thon the nodules were observed as a shadow

Figure 6 Effects of various substrates on Ca content of c0 image. b. Area and number of mineralized nodules were
layer at 7 and 14 day-, of culture. Each value represents the measured as described in Materials and Methods- All data
rnean + s.e. of six samples: a, P<0_05 compared with were Converted to percentage of control, Each value
those of confrol(CO)� b, P<005 compared with those of represents the rnean -�- s.e. Of six Samples: a, P-0.05
control of Tl� c, P < 0.05 compared with those of GO. compared with those of control(GO) -

The system consisted of a rat bone marrow cell culture, which
forms mineralized nodules,, which are morphologically,
immunohistologically and biochemically bone-like.

The cells were taken from adult bone and directly contacted
bone marrow tissue
+ high similarity to real conditions in implant surgery

Results: Hydroxyapatite provides the best conditions for bone
marrow cells to differentiate into osteoblasts, which leads to a
large amount of mineralized tissue formation on the surface
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Bone bonding strength: comparison of hydroxyapatite and
tricalcium-phosphate coatings [11

Experimental procedure:

20 Ti alloy cylinders with TCP or HA coating (50 �tm) were
inserted into the bones of 20 dogs for a period of six weeks. The
implants were surrounded by a 2 mm gap.

Results:
Bone ongrowth (dense woven bone in contact with
coating):

TCP: 22 %
HA: 37 %

14A induced a thin layer of new bone growing from the coating
surface.
--> bidirectional new bone formation

Both coatings showed the same amount of mineralized new
bone in the gap.

Ceramic resorption (mainly occurring in surface regions without
bone ongrowth):

TCP: -93%
HA: - I %

Shear stress and shear stiffness was I 0-fold higher for HA
coatings!

In the TCP-coated implants failure only occurred in the
bone/ceramic interface!

TCP is biocompatible, but has poor mechanical properties!
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Hydroxyapatite coatings are most frequently obtained by plasma
spraying

Coatings provide excellent biocompatibility by

1. an ingrowth. of bone into the coating

2. dissolution/re-precipitation reactions between bone
and coating -* natural bone growth around implants

But:

In clinical applications plasma-sprayed coatings suffer
mechanical failure, often near the interface between HA
coating and the titanium alloys

Possible reasons:

1. High cooling rates (-IO' K/s)
4formation of amorphous calcium phosphate at the

HA- Ti interface that acts as a fracture path

2. In spite of the high temperatures in the process of plasma
spraying no interfacial reaction products are found
+abrupt physical changes across the interface

3. The low concentration of 0 and OH at the interface
indicates the presence of tricalciurn phosphate, which has
much worse bonding properties than hydroxyapatite

Alternatives:
"softer" coating techniques as electrophoresis, sputtering

or dipping[7,8,9]

graded coatings by plasma spraying[6]
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Coating by magnetron spring

Plasma ring shaped anode
Cathode

permanent magnets

Substrate

magnetic field lines ec
1 KV

Different modes:

direct cur-rent for the sputtering of conductors
alternating current for the sputtering of dielectrics (-some KHz)
reactive sputtering by using a certain gas (target + gas => coating)

Additional ion mixing by high energy bombardment (100 - 200 keV) is possible

HA

A1203

Ti
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Surface roughness of hydroxyapatite: influence on cell
adhesion, proliferation and detachment strength 1101

Experimental procedure:
Human bone marrow stromal. cells were seeded on f1A discs
with different surface roughness (polished in a one single
direction by SiC metallographic paper)

Investigation of
- cell morphology by Scanning electron microscopy
- cell attachment by recording the number of cells
- adhesion strength by determining the shear stress

necessary to detach cells firorn the substrate (using a
rotating disc device)

- cell proliferation by counting the cells after different
numbers of days of culture

- cell differentiation by evaluation of ALP activity

Results:
- No big differences in cell morphology on different

surfaces
- Dimension of cells comparable to distance between

grooves
- No significant differences in cell number between 4

and 18 h of incubation
- Shear stress necessary for cell detachment is higher on

rough surfaces
- Similar cell proliferation on all surfaces
- Similar ALP expression on all surfaces

4 Surface roughness generally improved response of bone
marrow cells in vitro
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D.D Lh�ltgirttvn et al / Rionwienals 22 (2001) 87-96

imated by (lie u�c of a protein assay (Micro Protein,
Sigma 610-A)- lZesults were calculated as in cromoics of
p-nitrophenol per microg'ram of protein per hour.

2.8. Statistical analysis

A sample size of six was used for each experimental
group. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and pairwise mul-
tiple comparison Tests (STATISTICA software package)
were used to determine differences within a group-

3. Results

3- 1. Material and surface characterization

............ ....
3. 1. 1. Chemical analysis

On chemical analysis, the composition of the powder Fig. 2. SEM micrograph showing the bone marrow cell morphology Oil
was found to be close to the stoichiometric value for HA a typical HA disc, polished with SiC metallographic paper 1200-grit,

after 4 h of initiation (original magnification x 200).
with a calcium-phosphate molar ratio of 1.65. Analysis of
chemical composition on the surface, following sintering,
pelletization and grinding, yielded a molar Ca/P ratio of
1.65 + 0-01.

-3,1.2. Powder X-ray di action
As may be seen �i Fig. 1, both before and after sinter-

ing, X-ray diffraction analysis showed that HA was pres-
ant exclusively in the specimens. As may also be seen
from the sharpening of the main reflection-, correspond-
ing to HA (30-35' 20), sintering resulted in HA of higher
crystallinity.

3.1.3. Suty-ace roughness and morpholt),Qy
The values, mean + SD, of the roughness R,, of h

droxyapatite were 0.733 + 0.203, 2.856 + 0. I 80 and
4.680 + 0.433 l_Lm, when polished with SiC paper of 1200-,
600- and 180-grit, respectively. The mean R,, values were

NVANE&WEEW WINK, WT&M W�,

Fig� 3. SEM micrograph showing the bone marrow cell morphology on
a typical HA disc, polished with SiC MoLallographic paper 600-grii,
aftei 4 h of incubation (original magnification x 200).

Before sintering

statistically different (p < 0.05). The roughness obtained
in our preparations consisted of macroscopically almost
parallel grooves and ridges. The grooves were spaced

After sintering approximately 25, 50 and 75pm apart on HA1200,
IAA600 and HA180, respectively, as may be seen in [lie
micrographs shown if) Figs. 2-4-

2c) 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 3 2. Cell morphology

20 (degrees)
No apparent differences in the cell morphology on an,

Ig I X-1 '1Y car fit �tcuofi 4 01C � I A pcjvvdc:i bdoii: �in, (f the surf, s were four,(] Cells, formed bridges _0",

200 C toi IO h the undulations and spread over them. After 2h the
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S. Danilchenko

Methodical opportunities of the XRD analysis, used at the

researches biogenic and synthetic hydroxyapatite

Institute of Applied Physics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 40030 Sumy,
Petropavlovskaya St. 58, Ukraine

I.Determination of qualitative and quantitative content of crystal phases in a sample.
For example: Ca5(PO4)30H, Ca3(PO4)2, (CaM9)3(PO4)2-

2.The precise determination of the crystal lattice constants (interplanar distances - d)
by means of examination of the displacement of the diffraction lines from standard

2+positions - characterizes distortions of a lattice at substitutions (for example: Sr
Ca2+, or C03 2- --> P043), defects of packing, macrodistortion due mechanical load, etc.

3.A-nalysis of substructure, i.e. determination of average crystal sizes, shape of

crystallites, and lattice microdistortion (Ad/d) by means of the physical width of the

diffraction peaks analysis.

4.The estimation of primary orientation of the hydroxyapatite crystals - is urgent for

the bone tissue, and as for blocks of dense ceramics and ceramic coatings on metal

implants.

The factors of influence on the bone mineral and synthetic
hydroxyapatite in conditions of the model systems

1. Demineralization in solutions of weak acids - for the bone tissue
simulates pathological condition, for synthetic materials allows to
estimate ability to biodegradation.

2. Sintering or thermal decomposition - estimation of the crystalline
phase stability and phase purity, comparative research of
substructure and morphological features of the osseous mineral
crystallites.

PERSPECTIVE (OUTLOOK)

3..Mechanical load - study on the fine structural distortion in loaded

osseous mineral and synthetically prepared HA.

4.,Combination of the factors, for example:

a) investigation of the biodegradation of artificial HA in the synthetic

body fluids after heating at different temperatures;

b) study cyclically loaded HA in the synthetic body fluids - simulation of

the physiological conditions.
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X-ray diffraction patterns of biogenic kabC) and syntnetic kdetj
hydroxyapatites after heating to different temperatures.
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The effects of sintering temperature on the substructures of biogenic
and synthetic hydroxyapatite

The thermal behavior of the osseous mineral of mature bovine bone and
synthetically prepared hydroxyapatite was studied. The samples of biogenic and
synthetic apatites were gradually heated to 1300 'C 'in air atmosphere, slowly
cooling, and the changes of the X-ray diffraction patterns at different temperatures
have been investigated. The analysis of the broadening of (002), (300) and (004)
diffraction peaks was used to examine changes 'in substructure parameters of the
apatite crystals.

The Joint analysis of (002) and (004) peaks showed, that the microdeformations of the
crystal lattice in biogeruc apatite disappear after heating up to 600 'C, and 'in synthetic apatite are
equal to zero for all investigated samples. By the analysis of width of the (002) and (300)
diffraction peaks, for those cases, when the microdeformations of the lattice are equal to zero and
do not influence the broadening, the cross and Ion itudinal sizes of crystals in the investigated
samples were determined. The features of the thermal growth of blogenic apatite crystals are
explained by the fact they are oriented and in the ordered arrangement in the bone tissue.

Table. XRD data for diffraction peak profiles of the biogenic and
synthetic hydroxyapatites after heating at different temperatures

for 150 'C, 600 'C, 700 'C, 800 'C, 900 'C, 1000 'C, I 100 OC, 1300 'C;
and for (002), (300), (004) - reflections)

]Integrated intensity - I
Big amount of information (digital data) is not simple

Broadening parameters - 0('20)*) and useful for understanding.

Total reliability

*) The width of the diffraction peak is inversely proportional to average crystal size. A
narrower diffraction profile si ifies a larger average size and/or a less distorted crystal
lattice.

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of biogenic (abc) and synthetic (dcf)
hydroxyapatites after heating to different temperatures.

Fig. 2. The effect of sintering temperature on the average crystal size of of
biogenic and synthetic hydroxyapatites.

Fig. 3. Plot of the peak area ratios of (002) and (300) reflections versus
heating temperatures.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. All peaks in diffraction patterns correspond to hydroxyapatite crystal lattice for
both types of samples. There was no other calcium phosphate phases to be traced
during heating to 1300 'C. It is suggested that the investigated samples of biogenic
and synthetic apatites are characterized by high phase purity.
2. The temperature treatment leads to growth of the crystallite sizes of biogenic and
synthetic HA both in longitudinal, and in cross directions. The dependence of the
crystallite sizes from sintering temperature has exponential characteristic. The
intensive growth of crystals begins at temperature 600 'C.
3. In the crystallites of biogenic HA, which described in original state by
microdeformations of a lattice, after sintering at temperature 600 'C and higher,
arrangement of a lattice was happened and perfect structure was formed. In the
investigated synthetic HA microdefonnation of a lattice was not found.
4. The temperature growth of the crystal sizes of biogenic; and synthetic HA is not
accompanied with changes of their orientation, and occurs only as agglomeration of
adjoining crystals.
5. The accelerated growth of the cross crystal sizes of biogemic HA is caused by

their ordered arrangement in bone tissue,, since the layers of the organic matrix,
which separate lateral sides of the crystallite are much more thin, than layers, which
separate the faces -
6. After sintering at 1300 'C the crystal sizes of blogenic HA are essentially more
for crystallites with orientations along C axis, than for crystals with other
orientations. It can be explained by morphological features of a bone tissue structure,
according to which the crystallites with orientation along C axis, can associate in
larger structural units, than crystallites of other orientations.
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